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Translation : N. Jayaram
1 American   historian   Andrew   D.  Morris,
who  has   already   published   a   thesis   on
physical  culture(tiyu)  under  the  Republic
of  China,1 now  offers  us   the   first   social
science   work   in   a   non-Chinese   text
specifically   focusing   on   Taiwan’s
“national sport”   (guoqiu)   –   baseball.
Colonial  Project,  National  Game  (2010),  was
preceded in 2007 by Taiwanese scholar Yu
Jun-wei’s   Playing  in  Isolation.2  But   Yu’s
approach  was  more  that  of  a  chronicler.
He was strongest in denouncing the tricks
and tactics worn threadbare in defence of
national  honour.  The  work  had  much  to
commend   itself   in   terms   of
documentation   and   restoration  of   some
historical facts.
2 Scholarly  interest  in  baseball  was  late  in
coming   to  Taiwan.   It   is   only   since   the
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more   surprising  given  baseball’s  hold  on  Taiwan’s  daily   life  and  media,   its  use   in
metaphors  and  symbols  mobilised  by   the   insular  political  world,  or  even   in  major
celebrations  such  as   the  harvest   festivals  of  some  aborigine  groups.  However,   this
disdain for sports as an academic subject is not unique to Taiwan. Academics often fail
to   see   links  with   local   cultural tradition   and   dismiss   them   as   a   sub-product   of











any   access   to   baseball.  They   themselves  had  played   it   only   since   the   1870s   and
considered  baseball  a  mark  of   their  cultural   flowering,   fearing   that   the  Taiwanese
might use the sport to resist Japanese might on their own ground. For the Taiwanese, it
was  more   about   gaining   a  modicum   of   recognition   as   equals   (p. 13).   From   this
standpoint,   the   Japanese  behaved  no  better   than   the  British   in   India  with  cricket.
Drawing  heavily   on   rare   and  mainly   Japanese   printed   sources,  Morris   and  most
Taiwanese  historians   fail   to   consider   the   eventualdiffusion   of   baseball,   or   games







previous  chapter,  it  lacks  information  on  the  war  period.  It  deals  at  length  with  the
story  of  a  team   from  the  Agriculture  and  Forestry  School  at  Chiayi,  known  by  the
Japanese name Kanō and made up of Japanese players and Aborigines as well as Han
Taiwanese (pp. 31-44). Morris documents its use by the colonial authorities to promote
an  image  of  interethnic  harmony  only  one  year  after  the  Musha  (Wushe  in  Chinese)
massacre  of  1930.6 The  Kanō case  is  relatively  marginal,  but  it  generally  served  as a







the  nationalist  physical  cultureprogramme.  Although  the  KMT  regime  was  unable  to
extricate Taiwanese baseball from its Japanese roots, it nevertheless played on popular
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basketball,  favoured  by  Mainlanders  and  devoid  of  colonial  trappings,  was  promoted
during  sporting  contacts  with  communist  countries  during  the  Cold  War.  That  was
especially so with mainland China. Basketball thus received much state funding (p. 63).
He   also   stresses   that  baseball   in  Taiwan   is  bound  up  with   colonial  heritage   and




the  1970s  and  1980s,  a   time  of  Taipei’s   increasing   isolation   in   the  global  political





towards  one  side  as   the  other,  often  concurrently.  Another  case  studied  at   length
(pp. 81-92) is that of the Hungyeh Elementary School team in a Bunun village in Taitung
District,  which  vanquished  a  Japanese  team  in  a  tournament  in  Taiwan  in  1968.  The
exploit, turned into a legend despite some obvious irregularities, was another instance
of   the  Nationalist  policy  of   assimilating   aboriginal  minorities   through   sport.  This
challenge  to  Japanese   in  a  climate  of  nationalist  fervour  might  have  coincided  with
Taiwan’s economic take-off and led to other transformations in baseball.
9 The  biggest  among  them  was  the  emergence  of  one,  then  two,  national  professional
leagues by the early 1990s. This is covered in the last chapter in a rather pessimistic
and   at   times   too   dismissive   tone,   harping   on   recurring   disappointments   in   a











baseball   in  Taiwan.  But   it   is  a  defensible  choice  and  one  to  which  the  book   is  not
limited,  as   the  previous  example   shows.  He  must  be  commended   for  having  gone
beyond   a   strictly   chronological   history   and   for   taking   interest   in   socio-cultural
mechanisms underlying actual representations of baseball in Taiwan. However, there is
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elements  of  knowledge  and  analyses  to  those   intending  to   include  baseball   in  their
future studies of Taiwan.
NOTES
1.   Andrew  D.  Morris,  Marrow   of   the  Nation:  A  History   of   Sport   and  Physical  Culture   in
Republican China, Berkeley, University of California Press, 2004.







5.   Jérôme   Soldani,   “Why   do   the   Taiwanese   play   baseball?   Diachronic   study   of   a
successfuldiffusion,” Ethnologie française, vol. XLI, no. 4, 2011, pp. 677-689.
6. On 27 October 1930, Taiwanese Aborigines killed 134 Japanese – men, women, and children –
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